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sent concern. That the puppets themselves did not speak, I had
already decided; that of themselves they did not move, I also
conjectured: but then how came it all to be so pretty, and to look
just as if they both spoke and moved of themselves ; and where
were the lights, and the people that managed the deception?
These enigmas perplexed me the more, as I wished at once to be
among the enchanters and the enchanted, at once to have a secret
hand in the play, and to enjoy, as a looker-on, the pleasure of
illusion.
" The piece being finished, preparations were making for the
farce; the spectators had risen, and were all busy talking together.
I squeezed myself closer to the door, and heard, by the rattling
within, that the people were packing up some articles. I lifted
the lowest screen, and poked in my head between the posts. As
our mother noticed it, she drew me back; but I had seen well
enough, that here friends and foes, Saul and Goliath, and whatever
else their names might be, were lying quietly down together in a
drawer; and thus my half-contented curiosity received a fresh
excitement. To my great surprise, moreover, I had noticed the
lieutenant very diligently occupied in the interior of the shrine.
Henceforth, Jack-pudding, however he might clatter with his heels,
could not any longer entertain me. I sank into deep meditation;
my discovery at once made me more satisfied, and less so than
before. After a little, it first struck me that I yet comprehended
nothing; and here I was right; for the connexion of the parts
with each otherwas entirely unknown tome, and everything depends
on that.
chapter V.
" in well adjusted and regulated houses," continued Wilhelm,
" children have a feeling not unlike what I conceive rats and mice
to have; they keep a sharp eye on all crevices and holes, where
they may come at any forbidden dainty; they enjoy it also with
a fearful, stolen satisfaction, which forms no small part of the
happiness of childhood.
" More than any other of the young ones, I was in the habit
of looking out attentively to see if I could notice any cupboard
left open, or key standing in its lock. The more reverence I
bore in my heart for those closed doors, on the outside of which
I had to pass by for weeks and months, catching only a furtive

